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“School culture is the observable behaviors and actions of people coupled with 
the visible aspect of things…” (Richard Jones, 2012).



A School Culture of Engagement

What are some observable actions of people 
and aspects of things you think of when you say 
positive school culture?



Team Building Activity
Two truths and a falsehood.

• Each person takes turns stating two truths about him or herself 
and one falsehood.

• The team writes down on a piece of paper the name of the 
person and the falsehood.

• The person who discerns the most correctly stated falsehoods 
wins.

• What is the purpose of this activity?



Aspects of An Inviting School Culture
• Respect for all in the building

• Building appearance

• Classroom appearance

• School equipment

• Administrative beliefs and actions

• Teacher beliefs and actions

• Cold vs. warm (i.e. threatening vs. safe)

• Faculty involved in recruitment

• Faculty enthusiasm (mission vs. job) – teaching is more than your job description

• School engages parents and community in supporting student mastery

• School engages the stakeholders to activate student learning and become involved 
in the community

• Diversity of culture, ethnicity and thought (within reason) is encouraged



Addressing Learner Needs in Adolescents

• Voice – the need to express personal perspective

• Belonging – the need to create a unique identity while feeling apart of the 
whole

• Choice – the need to examine options and select a personal path

• Freedom – the need to assume increasing levels of accountability for 
actions and the effects of the actions.

• Imagination – the need to create a projected view of self.

• Success – the need to demonstrate maters of adult skills and knowledge



Equity

Thought 
Expression

Share concerns 
and problems

Self-governance

Lack of dismissal

Display artifacts

Inclusion



Induction & 
Welcome 

Ceremonies

Uphold long 

standing 

traditions

Stakeholder 

Inclusion

Embrace 

Diversity

Brand with 

logos 

displays, 

banners, 

uniforms 

and school 

swag

COMMUNITY



Tutoring Support and 
Additional programing

Standards-based 
Instruction with high 
expectations

Multiple Paths to 
achievement

Behavioral Choices

Extra-curricular 
Opportunities

Communication

Opportunity



Responsibility

• How might teachers include students in formulating 
PBIS in the classroom?

• How might teachers or administrators include students 
in minor daily operations of the school?

• How might administrators and teachers provide 
opportunities for students to develop responsibility or 
attempt new initiatives?

• How might administration or teachers provide 
opportunities for students to become visible?



Challenge – Accountable Talk Activity
• How might administrators and teachers provide opportunities for 

students to participate in challenges?

• What positive outcomes will having an ambitious deadline 
produce?

• How does occasionally stating a challenge in the negative, such 
as, “I doubt most of you will get a good grade on this quiz,” have a 
positive result?

• What ways can administrators and teachers publically recognize 
their students who demonstrate exceptionality in a variety of 
aspects of mental, physical, spiritual, and emotional development?





Expectations – A Reality of Life
• Rewards and Consequences are a natural reality of life.

• Recognize many forms of achievement.

• Prepare students to induct new students.

• Plan intake activities for parents.

• Provide a written PBIS classroom plan to each student and parent.

• Provide a written contract of responsibilities to parents and students.

• Develop a parental welcoming committee who provide personal stories of success to incoming 
families.

• Make frequent, personal contact with students by calling on them in class using a random 
method, talk with them after school, and visit them at home.



Curriculum Compacting

These instructional strategies encourage 
educators to identify students who already have 
advanced knowledge of a subject, skill or 
concept so they can spend less time on these 
areas. Curriculum compacting frees students up 
to focus more on the areas where they need to 
develop a greater understanding, versus 
concepts with which they’re already proficient. 
It’s ideal when working with individual students 
or small groups.





Curriculum Compacting – Gap Analysis

• Partner with a person you are not sitting next 
to.

• Review the ILP information for the following 
student.

• Make note of patterns, and while you do not 
have all information, what might the data be 
telling you?







Timeline for Response to Intervention

Week 3

• Stars360 CBM – Entry Assessment

• Develop and ILP or IMP if needed based on data

Week 8

• Work ILP and IMP for five weeks consistently

• Use alternative assessments for phonemic awareness and phonics and Stars360 Progress Monitoring 
every week to measure skill level attainment.

• Determine if the student has made adequate progress, needs more time, or the goals need to be 
revised.

Week 13

• If adequate progress has been made celebrate and move onto new skills needed to close the 
achievement gap or discontinue the ILP or IMP

• If more time is needed, note this on the ILP and continue tracking data

• If the ILP needs revision, make the revision and call for an additional parent-teacher-student conference



Timeline for Response to Intervention

Week 18

• If adequate progress has been made celebrate and move onto new skills needed to close the achievement gap or 
discontinue the ILP or IMP

• If more time is needed complete the SCA RTI/REACH forms, request a Student Intervention Team (SIT) with the 
principal, and send out a SIT Notification to Parents

• SIT Meets with the parent and teachers to develop an additional strategy and focus.

Week 25

•SIT Team reconvenes with the parent to review new data.  If adequate progress has been made celebrate and 
move onto new skills needed to close the achievement gap or discontinue the RTI/REACH Form

•If more time is needed SIT may recommend the student for testing by the LEA.

Post 
Week 25

•Parents receive a copy of the completed RTI/REACH form to take to the LEA.

•It is the parents’ responsibility to work with the LEA.

•Once the LEA has agreed to testing they have 90 days to complete the testing.
•The Adventist teacher may be requested to attend an LEA SIT meeting with the parent to review school data and 
testing data.

• Based on assessment, the LEA may or may not complete a 504 Plan or IEP.



SIT Teams in Adventist Schools

All teachers are 
apart o the SIT 

Team

Small schools may 
use Zoom to 

include teachers 
from other schools 

in their region

The student’s 
parent/guardian



Complete An RTI/REACH Form

• Get in partners of two with a person you have 
not worked with today.

• Based on the data provided in Jane Doe’s ILP, 
complete a SIT form and the SIT Notice to 
Parents/Guardians.

• Each person will want to have a copy of your 
completed form for tomorrow’s activity.



It’s the end of


